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INTRODUCTION 
 

 Why This Teacher’s Guide: 
 

This Guide has been prepared to assist you in teaching Grade 9 English as a continuation of Grade 8 

and a preparation for the secondary stage. 

The Guide shares thoughts and ideas on how to teach a brand-new curriculum using the existing 

teaching and learning resources that were designed for the previous curriculum.  

In addition to introducing the new curriculum, the Guide indicates the following facts: 

• Firstly, the word "Guide" is far from its traditional meaning of "prescribing ways of doing or giving 

directives and instructions on how teaching and learning must happen in your classrooms". To "Guide" 

here means "to offer possible directions, to investigate, to encourage inquiry, to find ways to conduct 

students' learning by resorting to genuine and creative teaching approaches." 

• Secondly, the Guide is explicitly built on the well-known educational principle stating that every 

classroom and every student is different from others and consequently your ways of teaching should 

differ accordingly. It should be clear for teachers, school principals, supervisors and all those who 

work in the educational field that there is not just one best way to teach and learn for all students and 

all teachers. This explains why different contexts need different approaches. 

• Thirdly, the Guide promotes the idea of a curriculum for all, but also for every student with his/her 

personal knowledge, skills, values, attitudes and attributes. Your students are different in their abilities 

and learning styles. Your classes are normally made of students with wide and various ranges of 

personal interests, abilities and attitudes. All students are smart, but each of them is smarter in some 

areas and less smart in others. A teacher's role is to support each student to discover his potential and 

achieve the best possible results in those areas where he/she has maximum potential. 

 

Kinds of teachers' attitudes and actions the Guide encourages: 
 

Teachers are encouraged to be as creative and flexible as possible in using this Guide while adapting 

its suggestions to their individual students and their way of teaching. Therefore, do not hesitate in resorting 

and putting into action all assets you possess! 

Using the resources, currently available in your school, the Guide will support you to plan and carry-

out effective, rich and meaningful 'learning activities' for your students. It helps make the 'classroom 

happening' original, relevant, challenging, attractive and motivating for your students, preparing them "not 

just for exams" but for life. 

It prepares them for the challenges of a century that needs: 

• Responsible citizens, confident in their Islamic, national and global identity. 

• Pro-active personalities, fully involved in the country and their own growth. 

• Respectful individuals towards other people and the environment. 

• Diligent lifelong learners. 
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• Creative learners 

• Sociable with their peers and open to alternatives. 

• Researchers and problem-solvers 

 

The new textbook is essentially student- centred and prepares learners for real-life. 
 

 

Expected learning outcomes 
By the end of the intermediate stage, students are expected to: 

• Identify main points and some details of clear standard input on familiar matters regularly encountered 

in school and leisure; 

• Deal with most situations likely to arise whilst travelling in an area where English is spoken; 

• Produce simple connected text on topics which are familiar or of personal interest; 

• Speak with speed, using language appropriate for the purpose, using different intonation when 

speaking in a variety of situations; 

• Use the vocabulary, structures and grammar of spoken standard English to be able to communicate 

fluently and accurately and with increasing confidence; 

• Make use of appropriate speech acts for example: apologizing, agreeing, disagreeing, requesting, 

complaining, inviting, offering, suggesting, giving advice, expressing pleasure or dissatisfaction, to 

communicate effectively; 

• Read a wide variety of fiction and non-fiction texts, such as newspapers, articles, e-mails, letters, 

stories, brochures and dialogues, with fluency and accuracy; 

• Comprehend age-appropriate texts, and infer the meaning of unknown words from the context in order 

to make simple, reasonable predictions, suggesting a suitable title, or endings to a story; 

• Independently use a variety of strategies appropriate at different stages in the writing process i.e.: 

brainstorming, drafting, revising, editing, publishing or writing out the final product. 

• Compose grammatically, semantically and sequentially well-constructed correct sentences/ short texts 

about their own experiences and familiar topics, such as: hobbies, events, travelling, self, family, 

personal interests, daily routines, with the help of guide words.  

Rationale 
 
 

In the current world, English is more than "one of the foreign languages" studied in schools. As a 

"common language" of 'Globalization', the 'Knowledge Economy' and the 'Digital Age', English is part of the 

"key competences" needed, by all means, for personal and social fulfillment and growth. It is also part of a 

person's contemporary "functional literacy". Without it, it is difficult to educate successful citizens of Kuwait 

and the World. This is an important paradigm shift that gives English a special part to play in educating our 

children. Therefore, the study of English should leave behind the old-fashioned skill-drill method, as well as 

its heavily textbook-oriented approach, shifting decisively towards a functional and real-life 'needs outlook'. 

As a school subject, English encompasses the integrated acquisition of a system of communicative 

competences, with a view to contribute to the mastery of different communication and expression tools of the 

most important human language in the world in the domains of science, commerce, technology, and 

education. The subject matter is aimed at facilitating a coherent and comprehensive approach to the 

acquisition of knowledge and communication skills as well as basic values, attitudes and cultural awareness 

related to English. 

In this context, the English subject curriculum also explores the potential correlations of the subject, 
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with its above-discussed new status and, in higher grades, with a series of cross-cutting issues such as 

'Intercultural Education and Communication', 'International Relations', 'Human Rights' and 'Citizenship 

Education', 'Media Education', 'Peace Education’, and 'Education for Sustainable Development'. 
 

Recommendations for the teaching and learning process 
 

The new textbook is anticipated to be a challenge for teachers in terms of professional competences 

and practices. Therefore, they should keep in mind the following points: 

• Encouraging students enhances learning irrespective of learning styles and expectations. 

• Continuous inquiry, effort and self-discipline promotes student learning. 

• Learning develops through relationships and the abilities being learned, and these contribute to the 

gaining of knowledge and structuring skills, and through developing attitudes/values. 

• Learning needs to be initiated from students' previous knowledge, relevant to the students' personal 

development and needs. 

• Education takes place both through individual study and group activities, each dependent on the 

context of the learning process. 

While there is no formula that will guarantee learning for every student in every context, there is 

extensive, well-documented evidence about teaching approaches that consistently have a positive impact on 

student learning. This evidence tells us that students learn best when teachers: 

• Generate and maintain student motivation, developing student interest in sustained learning; 

• Create a supportive learning environment; 

• Create learning opportunities for students which facilitate achieving the proposed goals; 

• Identify and stimulate students' skills and interests; 

• Encourage not only the transfer of knowledge, but also transfer of values and attitudes. 

• Inspire both reflective thought and action; 

• Enhance the relevance of new learning (from the student's perspective); 

• Facilitate shared, cooperative and active learning; 

• Build upon prior learning and experiences; 

• Make connections between and among different subjects; 

• Pay attention to the teaching-learning relationship; 

• Reflect on their teaching and the results of their efforts. 

To meet the needs of the 21st century learner, and to ensure that students achieve the 21st century 

skills, teachers should: 

• Adopt teaching strategies that blend student thinking and innovation skills with information, media 

and ICT literacy, and also promote life and career skills in the context of each core school subject and 

across interdisciplinary themes; 

• Employ teaching and learning methods that integrate innovative and research-based teaching 

strategies, modern learning technologies and utilize real-world resources and contexts. The choice of 

instructional strategies is best made at a local level, taking into account the resources, expertise and 

learning needs of the particular community of learners. However, there are a number of research-

supported approaches that have proven to be effective ways to enhance students' learning of both 

skills and content. 

One such approach is problem-based learning, a teaching strategy in which students investigate 

challenging issues or problems, preferably in a real-world context. The use of interdisciplinary contexts, 

collaborative learning groups and an emphasis on student reflection are other approaches that can be 
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associated with problem-based learning. 

Cooperative and collaborative learning is another teaching approach that has been shown to have a 

powerful effect on learning. Organizing students in well- structured, heterogeneous groups have the 

advantage of promoting teamwork, leadership and other life/career skills, while also enhancing students' 

school performance. 

The use of real-world contexts helps teachers to create meaningful learning activities that center on 

the resources, strategies and contexts that students encounter presently and in the future. Such teaching fosters 

cooperation and communication, enhances critical thinking skills, and boosts learners' performance. 

Educational technologies are an essential part of the curriculum and it is important to realize that this 

does not mean that one should use educational technology for its own sake. Rather, the key approach to follow 

is to apply appropriate technologies for teaching in order to enrich the learning of both traditional and 21st 

century content, as well as promote the development of 21st century skills. "Appropriate technology" may 

often mean a pencil, or a book, or smart technology. 
 

Suggestions for Using Active Learning Activities 
 

Different activities are useful for different purposes in teaching, but some activities can be used for 

more than one purpose. More complex activities and /or combinations of activities will take longer than the 

minimum suggested time. Keep in mind that doing activities “just to do activities” will not aid the learning 

process. The activities can be modified, combined with other activities, and /or tailored to meet your specific 

goals. Make sure that the activity has a purpose directly tied to the content being taught. As you plan, here 

are some points to take into account: 

1. First, determine what concept(s) you are trying to teach. (What do you want them to learn?) 

2. Second, determine how you will know if the concept has been learned? 

3. Then, determine which activity (or activities) will best help teach that concept 

(Adapted from Wiggins and McTighe, 2005) 

Characteristics of good active learning activities: 

    Active learning activities should:  

▪ Relate to one or more learning outcomes or critical thinking skills. (PURPOSE) 

▪ Be appropriate for the learning outcomes. (For example, it is very difficult for a student to practice 

problem solving on a multiple-choice test.) 

▪ Motivate and engage students. 

▪ Integrate assessment and feedback. (ALWAYS REFLECT) 

▪ Facilitate transfer to real world application. 

▪ Require students to make decisions based on facts, information, logic, and/or reasoning (Duch, 

2001) 

▪ May require students to determine what information is needed and/or what steps or procedures need 

to be taken (Duch, 2001) 

▪ May be given in stages with additional information in the second or later stages (Duch, 2001) 

▪ Be complex enough to engage whole group directly. (Duch, 2001) 

▪ Include the appropriate informational resources to support the learner such as lecture, textbook, 

research materials, and so on. 

Depending on the use of a specific activity, it may not meet all of these characteristics.  For example, 

an activity used to assess prior student knowledge may not meet the criteria of practice with learning content 
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and transfer to real world application.  The same may be true of a content activity used in place of a lecture 

as a way for students to generate the learning content.   
 

Learning Activities Grouped by Learning Strategy 

The following are suggested categories to get you started.  You may discover that different activities have 

more than one use and application of teaching strategy. 

Learning Strategy        Possible Activities 

Check for Understanding 

(Ways to review material; 

can be graded or not graded.  

Emphasis is on “Have 

students learned?”) 

Probe 

Comparative Advance Organizer 

Concept Review 

Defining Features Matrix 

Directed Paraphrasing 

Exam Preparation Journals 

Focused Free Writing 

Frame Sentence  

One Minute Paper / Muddiest 

Point 

Quiz Show 

Reconsidering 

Think / Write / Pair / Share  

Three Step Interview 

Visible Quiz 

What? So What? Now What? 

Classroom Assessment 

Technique (CAT) 

(Similar to Check for 

Understanding; can be more 

formal)   

Concept Review 

Data Analysis 

Defining Features Matrix 

Directed Paraphrasing 

 

Index Card Match  

One Minute Paper / Muddiest Point 

Question Creation 

Critical Thinking 

(Helping students develop 

higher order thinking skills) 

Article Abstract 

Concept Map 

Defining Features Matrix 

Failure Analysis 

Guided-Discovery Learning 

Pro and Con Grid 

Question Creation 

Role Play 

Discussion 

(Engages students in 

learning through interaction 

with each other and the 

material) 

Academic Controversies 

Class Discussion 

Fishbowl 

Pairs Check 

Pass a Problem  

Pro and Con Grid 

Question Creation 

Rotating Trio 

Round Table 

Think / Write / Pair / Share  

Three Step Interview 

Timed pair share 

Rally Robin 

Pair Discussion 

Mix, Pair, Share 

Problem-based Learning 

 

Failure Analysis 

Futuring 

Guided-Discovery Learning 

Jigsaw 

Pass a Problem 

Role Play 

Reflection / Debriefing 

(Reflecting on the learning 

that is taking place, and 

connecting to future 

learning) 

Concept Review 

 

Focused Free Writing 

Laboratory Notebook 

Round Table 

 

What? So What? Now What? 

 

 

 

Description of techniques: 

• Stand Up, Hand Up, Pair Up 

1. Teacher says “Stand up, hand up, pair up!” 

2. Students: stand up with one hand in air until you find the closest partner who is not your teammate. 

3. Teacher asks a question or gives an assignment. 

4. Teacher provides “think time”. 

5. Partners share using: 
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• RallyRobin 

• Timed Pair Share 

• Pair Discussion 

• Timed Pair Share 

1. Teacher announces the topic and tells you how long each of you will have. 

2. Teacher gives you “think time”. 

3. In pairs, Partner A shares as Partner B listens. 

4. Teacher calls “time”. 

5. Partner B thanks and praises Partner A. 

6. Partners switch roles. 

 

• RallyRobin 

1. Using the topic given, the partner that _____________ goes 1st. 

2. After the 1st partner shares one thing, partner 2 shares one thing; repeat. 

3. You “Rally” the topic like this until the teacher calls time.   

 

• Pair Discussion 

1. Teacher announces the topic and tells you how long your pair will have. 

2. Teacher gives you “think time”. 

3. In pairs, Partners share thoughts on topic. 

Teacher calls time. 

 

• Mix, Pair, Share 

1. Students: stand up and silently mix around the room. 

2. Teacher says, “Pair”. 

3. Students: pair up with the person closest to you and give a high five. If you don’t have a partner, keep 

your hand up until you do. 

4. Teacher asks a question and gives “think time”. 

5. Partners share using: 

• RallyRobin 

• Timed Pair Share 

• Rally Coach            

 

• Rally Coach 

      Partners take turns, one solving a problem while the other coaches: 

• Partner A solves or answers 1st problem. 

• Partner B watches, listens, coaches, and praises. 

• Partner B solves next problem. 

• Partner A watches, listens, coaches, and      praises. 

• Repeat starting with Step 1. 

 

• Rally table 

1. Teacher announces the topic.  

2. Teacher gives you “think time”. 

3. In pairs, Partner A writes an answer to the topic then passes paper and pencil to Partner B.  

4. Partner B writes an answer and passes it back to Partner A.  
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5. Steps 3 & 4 continue until the teacher calls “time”. 

6.  Pairs compare their list with other team pair. 

 

• Round Robin 

     Students take turns talking with their teammates: 

• Teacher announces topic and how much time will be given/ gives “think time”. 

• Teammate ____ begins with a clockwise rotation. 

• Each teammate gives his/her short answer to the topic. 

• Sharing continues in clockwise rotation and is over when teacher calls time. 

 

• Number Heads Together 

1. Students number off. 

2. Teachers asks a question and gives “think time”. 

3. Students privately write own answers [solo time]. 

4. Students stand up, put heads together [huddle up], show answers, discuss, and coach if necessary. 

5. Students sit down when everyone knows the answer or has something they can share. 

6. Teacher calls a number; that numbered student from each group stands and simultaneously answers 

the teacher’s question. 

7. Teammates praise [CELEBRATE] students who responded. 

 

• Background Knowledge Probe  

1. Prepare two or three open-ended questions or a few short-answer questions that will probe the 

students’ existing knowledge of the subject or topic. 

2. Students can submit two-three sentence answers to each question.  

3. Collect these papers and review the students' answers before covering the topic. 

 

 

• Fishbowl 

1. Select 3-4 students and have them bring their chairs to the front of the room 

2. Give the students a topic to discuss amongst themselves for 5-10 minutes as the class observes 

3. Before the discussion winds down, ask for volunteers from the audience to take a spot in the main 

discussion circle 

4. Give the students a new topic or allow the new participant to share their views on the previous 

discussion  

5. Repeat as desired 

 

• Jigsaw 

1. Divide students into groups and assign each group a portion of the content to be reviewed/presented. 

2. The first group review the material and plan how to teach the material to the other groups 

(preparation groups). 

3. Create new groups with one member from each of the first groups (now called a teaching or 

presentation group). 

4. In the second group, each group member presents the material they covered in the preparation 

groups. 
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•  One Minute Paper / Muddiest Point 

1. Identify a question you want the students to answer relating to the topic or concept you are about to 

teach or after you have taught. 

2. Give the students a sheet of paper and allow them to write as much as they know about the topic in a 

defined amount of time. 

3. Collect these papers and review the students' answers before covering the topic.  

ALTERNATE OPTION:  Ask students what the “muddiest point”  is, or what is still unclear to them 

about _________________.  

 

• Pass a Problem  

1. Divide students into small groups. 

2. Have each group spend up to 10 minutes identifying a problem (or you can give them a problem to 

solve). 

3. Have that group of students brainstorm and write down their solutions to the problem. Allow up to 

10 minutes for this.  

4. Have the groups pass their problem / solution to another group for review and then the second group 

can add to the original solutions.  

5. Continue until all groups have had a chance to see/solve each problem.  

6. Have the group that generated the problem initially review all solutions and either pick the best one 

or create a new one that synthesizes two or more of the solutions. 

 

• Pro and Con Grid 

1. Select a decision, judgment, dilemma, or an issue  

2. Write a prompt that will trigger pros and cons in relation to the issue or dilemma.  

3. Let the students know how many pros and cons to list and whether you want words and phrases or 

complete sentences. 

 

• Question Creation 

1. Have students brainstorm possible questions related to course content 

2. Have students select 2-3 best questions and explain why each of these questions is a good question. 

 

• Quiz Show (aka Jeopardy) 

1. The students develop their own questions in a group or individually.  

2. The instructor or students group(s) the questions into categories and assigns point values.   

3. The instructor serves as an emcee for a quiz show using the questions and awarding points to the teams 

that answer the questions correctly.     

   

• Role Play 

1. Provide roles, positions, or perspectives to students or groups of students; assist with assigning roles 

or clarification as needed. 

2. Direct students to research their topic or role and allow the students enough time to work through how 

they want to perform the simulation. 

3. Have the students perform the role-play. 

 

• Reconsidering 
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1. Before a course, a chapter, or before a major project, ask the students to write their views on the item 

answering possible questions such as: 

a. What makes a good project? 

b. What is the value of __________ topic? 

c. What advice would they give themselves to be  _______ ____ 

d. What solutions could they devise to a problem you will pose at the end of the chapter or unit? 

2. Collect these papers, but tell students that you are not going to grade them.  

3. At the end of the course or unit, go back and ask the same question again, asking the students to write 

for the same amount of time.  

4. Hand students their original papers for comparison, so they can see how their views have become 

more sophisticated over time. 

 

• Rotating Trio 

1. Form groups of three students 

2. Direct the students to assign numbers to each group member (1, 2, or 3) 

3. Distribute a set of questions for the group to discuss and set a time limit (10 minutes) for the discussion 

4. Call time after the discussion dies down or the time limit has been reached 

5. Direct the #1s to stay put and raise their hands 

6. Direct the #2s to move to the group on their left 

7. Direct the #3s to move to the group on their right 

8. Distribute another (more complex) set of discussion questions building upon the first set for the new 

group to discuss 

9. Rotate trios in this manner as many times as desired. 

 

• Roundtable 

1. Have students form groups (optional) 

2. Ask the students to write their ideas for a solution to the problem/issue/concept/topic on a sheet of 

paper.  

3. Let them know that it is okay to pass if they don’t have a solution at that time (but only allow a certain 

number of “passes”) 

4. Direct students to read their solution to the group before passing the paper to another student (this 

saves everyone from having to read what others have written)  

5. Pass the next person and repeat. 

 

• Think / Write / Pair / Share 

1. Pose a question or problem to your students 

2. Direct students to spend a few minutes answering the item on their own 

3. Direct students to pair up with someone and share their answers to the problem or topic 

4. Debrief this activity by asking students to share what they heard that was interesting, not their original 

answer. 

 

• Three Step Interview 

1. Part One:  

a. Pair the students or allow them to select a partner. 

b. Give them time to decide who will be the interviewer and who will be the interviewee. 
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c. Allow them two minutes to do an interview using a set of instructor developed questions 

d. After two minutes, switch roles 

2. Part Two: 

e. Form a group of four by joining another pair. 

f. Interviewers present what you learned from your interviewees 

3. Part Three: Debriefing (5 minutes)  

g. Reach consensus on what is the best example of an answer to the selected question identified 

in your group interviews. 

h. Identify a spokesperson to share this finding with everyone. 

 

• Visible Quiz 

1. Instructor prepares questions or have students prepare questions in advance on PowerPoint slides. 

(Alternate:  Have students prepare questions) 

2. Students are divided into groups and each group is given a set of cards marked A, B, C, D, E, and F 

for multiple choice and true/false answers.  

3. Instructors pose questions and students respond as a group by displaying the appropriate letter for 

their answer. 

 

• What, So What, Now What? 

1. What? The discussion begins by essentially asking, “What has happened?” or “What’s been going 

on?”   The What? phase pertains to the substance of your experiences. It is intended to elicit 

descriptive responses about facts and occurrences. 

2. So what? The So What? phase pertains to the impact of the experience on the participants themselves. 

It looks at the consequences of recent occurrences and tries to make sense of them. The participants 

are asked to abstract and generalize what they are learning, shifting from the descriptive into the 

interpretive. 

3. Now What? The final phase of the discussion, the Now what? phase, involves taking the lessons 

learned from the experience and reapplying them to other situations and the larger picture. This 

includes considering not only the participants’ plans for their next activity or experience, but also 

how they can apply all of this knowledge and experience to other realms of their lives (e.g., as 

family members, friends, citizens). 

 

• Game “Auction” 

1. The leader of the game asks the participants to answer some questions as quickly as possible in turn. 

2. After each answer the leader of the game says "One, two ...." and before saying “three” the next answer 

should be given.  

3. The participants should review the answer, which duplicates each other. To do this, everybody listens 

to each other.  

4. If after the answer the leader of the game says "One, two, three" the game is over. The latter is 

considered to be the winner. 

 

 

• Carousel Brainstorming 

1. Divide the participants into 4 small groups: each group should write the answer to 1 of 4 different 

questions on the big flipchart paper (worksheet). 
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2. Each group has 5 minutes for this exercise and after its completion passes the worksheet to the next 

group sitting on the right side and receives the worksheet from the group sitting on the left side. This 

movement of the flipcharts should be very quick. The groups should write their own  addition (they 

should not repeat the ideas) to the existing ideas of the previous groups (1 min. for each group).  

3. This process is repeated until each group receives back the first worksheet. 

 

• “Cross-carousel brainstorming” 

1. Divide the participants into 6 small groups: each 2 groups (odd and even numbers) should write the 

answers to 2 different questions. 

2. Each group has 5 minutes for this exercise and after its completion, groups with different tasks (odd 

and even numbers) exchange the worksheets (cross-carousel): 1st and 2nd group, 3rd and 4th group, 

5th and 6th group.  

3. After exchange with the worksheets, the groups should write their own ideas in addition to the existing 

ones from the other group. 

 

• Debate 

1. Identify the topic/question of debate. 

2. Divide the participants in 4 groups. All groups are preparing their arguments’ pros and cons for debate 

by using worksheets. 

3. Then, 2 members from each group which are divided into supporters and opponents of 

approach/attitudes to topic will be selected to debate.  

4. Distribute the handout with the rules for debate and explain it. After the team members prepare their 

arguments (pros and cons), one speaker and representative of the support group will be called from 

each group. Debaters will write their arguments on index cards. 

5. Lead the debate process. 

6. After the first round of the debate, the participants may be offered to exchange the roles and continue 

the debate in the opposite role. 

7. At the end of the debate, the arbitrators will determine which groups were stronger and in what role, 

and mentioned the issues, which of the opponents have not received the sufficiently convincing 

response on their questions. Write these questions on a separate poster and invite the participants to 

follow sessions to try to find an answer for them. 

8. Concluding the debate, offer to write on the poster the answers to the question. 

 

• Game “Take (identify) your position” 

1. On two opposite walls hang posters with the words YES and NO.  

2. Explain to the participants that when they read some statements they should take the position near the 

wall with the relevant answer: YES (if they agree) or NO (if they disagree).  

3. Read the statements and after each statement the participants will change their position or stay at the 

same place. 

4. After each statement, ask somebody about the reason why he/she has chosen this answer. 

5. After you read the whole list of statements, provide participants with time to think about the process. 

Ask the people: 

• Which statements in this game were related to your attitudes? 

• Who or what kind of factor influence the changing of your position?  

• Which gender attitude was changed from the beginning of the game? 
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• Game “Prevail me!” 

1. Ask each group to write the arguments they can use to convince parents. 

2. After the development of arguments, prepare the space for the game: free up the space of the room 

from the tables and chairs (move them to the wall). Put on the opposite walls the big posters with 

words “YES” (right) and “NO” (left). 

3. Each group sends one representative with these arguments as leaders of the game. 

4. All other participants will play the role of parents and they should be  guided by leaders of the game. 

5. Rules of game. The leader will read the argument and other participants who play the role of parents 

should decide if they are convinced with this argument or not. If yes, they will move to the right wall 

with the poster “YES”, if not – they will move to the left wall with the poster “NO”. Game starts with 

reading the argument of the first group and then by turn with arguments of other groups. 

6. After the arguments are over, discuss with the participants which of the arguments are influencing 

more and changed their opinion. 

7. Discuss the reflection of the thoughts and feelings of the participants on the role-playing.  Identify the 

strongest arguments that could be used in order to convince the parents. 

 

• KWL chart 

1. Create a chart on the whiteboard 

         K                                             W                                                    L 

What you know               What you want to know                 What you have learned 
 

2. Explain, that the KWL chart assists them in activating prior knowledge of a topic, identify the new 

questions for studying the topic and also serve as an assessment of what trainees have learned during 

the training. 

3. Inform them, that the K stands for what participants know, the W stands for what participants want to 

learn, and the L stands for what the participants have learned at the end of the session. 

4. Explain to the participants what they should do: 

• Think first about, then list, what you know about the topic. 

• List some thoughts on what you want, or expect to learn, (“What would you like to 

learn more about the topic?”). 

• List what new information you have learned. 

5. Go again to the KWL chart and ask the participants to list what new information they have learned 

during the session.  

6. In addition to answering the W column questions, encourage the trainees to write in the L column 

anything they found especially interesting.  

7. Discuss the information that participants recorded in the L column. 

8. It is unlikely that all of the trainees’ questions in the W column will be answered. Have the participants 

answered the question: “Were not answered in the session?” 

 

• Six Thinking Hats 

1. Invite the participants to play the game “Six Thinking Hats” and find the solution of implementation 

of some idea. 

2. Explain the rules of this game (give the handouts with rules to each group).  

3. "The hat is easy to put on and remove. No other garment can be put on or be taken off so quickly and 

easily. This also applies to our situation because we need to be able to put on and take off different 
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coloured hats with the same ease. In addition, hats indicate a role. So, putting on his thinking hat, we 

take on the role which indicates this hat. It is important that every thinker was able to change roles: 

wear a hat and take it off ". In the meantime, we will work so that the hats are distributed to the groups. 

4. Divide the participants into 6 groups and assign a role for each group. Each group will be given the 

corresponding model of the coloured hat prepared from paper and provides instructions, descriptions 

of modes of thinking, that is, each hat. After that, each group will be asked to comment on the derived 

class assignment based on "the role of his/her hat." 

5. Each group of participants (Six Thinking Hats) based on the list of extra-curricular activities will write 

an opinion on these types of activities from the point of view of their hat. 

•  Blue Hat Thinking- Manage of Thinking Process 

✓ Reflection of process: thinking about thinking 

✓ What are the objectives? 

✓ Organizing the thinking process in the right way 

✓ Planning for action 

• White Hat Thinking- Facts 

✓ Review the information and data (neutral and objective) known or needed for decision  

✓ What do I know? 

✓ What do I need to find out? 

✓ How will I get the information I need? 

• Green Hat Thinking - Creativity 

✓ Ideas, alternative, possibilities 

✓ Provocation  

✓ Solutions to black hat problems 

✓ New ways 

• Yellow Hat Thinking- Benefits and optimism  

✓ Positives, plus points 

✓ Logical reasons are given. 

✓ Why an idea is useful 

• Black Hat Thinking – Cautions or why something may not work 

✓ Difficulties, weaknesses, dangers 

✓ Logical reasons are given. 

✓ Spotting the risks 

• Red Hat Thinking – feelings, hunches and intuition 

✓ Intuition, hunches, gut instinct 

✓ My feelings right now. 

✓ Feelings can change. 

✓ No reasons are given. 
 

  Applying Differentiated Instruction 
At its most basic level, differentiation consists of the efforts of teachers to respond to variance among 

learners in the classroom. Whenever a teacher reaches out to an individual or small group to vary his or her 

teaching in order to create the best learning experience possible, that teacher is differentiating instruction. 

Teachers can differentiate at least four classroom elements based on student readiness, interest, or learning 

profile: 
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Content – what the student needs to learn or how the student will get access to the information; 

Process – activities in which the student engages in order to make sense of or master the content; 

Products – culminating projects that ask the student to rehearse, apply, and extend what he or she has 

learned in a unit; and 

Learning environment – the way the classroom works and feels. 

 

Content 
Examples of differentiating content include the following: 
 

1. Using reading materials at varying readability levels; 

2. Putting text materials on tape; 

3. Using spelling or vocabulary lists at readiness levels of students; 

4. Presenting ideas through both auditory and visual means; 

5. Using reading buddies; and 

6. Meeting with small groups to re-teach an idea or skill for struggling learners, or to extend the thinking 

or skills of advanced learners. 

Process 

Examples of differentiating process or activities include the following: 
 

1. Using tiered activities through which all learners work with the same important understandings and 

skills, but proceed with different levels of support, challenge, or complexity; 

2. Providing interest centers that encourage students to explore subsets of the class topic of particular 

interest to them; 

3. Developing personal agendas (task lists written by the teacher and containing both in-common work for 

the whole class and work that addresses individual needs of learners) to be completed either during 

specified agenda time or as students complete other work early; 

4. Offering manipulatives or other hands-on supports for students who need them; and 

5. Varying the length of time a student may take to complete a task in order to provide additional support 

for a struggling learner or to encourage an advanced learner to pursue a topic in greater depth. 

Products 

Examples of differentiating products include the following: 
 

1. Giving students options of how to express required learning (e.g., create a puppet show, write a letter, or 

develop a mural with labels); 

2. Using rubrics that match and extend students' varied skills levels; 

3. Allowing students to work alone or in small groups on their products; and 

4. Encouraging students to create their own product assignments as long as the assignments contain 

required elements. 

Learning environment 

http://www.readingrockets.org/article/263#content
http://www.readingrockets.org/article/263#process
http://www.readingrockets.org/article/263#products
http://www.readingrockets.org/article/263#learning
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Examples of differentiating learning environment include: 
 

1. Making sure there are places in the room to work quietly and without distraction, as well as places that 

invite student collaboration; 

2. Providing materials that reflect a variety of cultures and home settings; 

3. Setting out clear guidelines for independent work that matches individual needs; 

4. Developing routines that allow students to get help when teachers are busy with other students and 

cannot help them immediately; and 

5. Helping students understand that some learners need to move around to learn, while others do better 

sitting quietly (Tomlinson, 1995, 1999; Winebrenner, 1992, 1996). 

 

HOW TO STRUCTURE A LESSON 

Openings: 
• Relate the lesson content with previous lessons.  

• Activate/assess relevant background knowledge.  

• Describe and state learning goals. 

• Ask questions to clarify ideas and to add knowledge. 

• Engage students in the learning and build background with probing questions. 

• State skills/information students will learn.  

• Describe lesson real world relationship/connection.  

• Tell students what they are expected to do.  

• Increase students’ curiosity about the lesson. 

 

Sequencing: 
Do the activities move logically so that learners are progressively building on what they already know? Do 

the activities flow well? Are transitions between activities smooth? 
 

What to consider: 

• Format of the lesson.  

• Simple activities should come before complex ones.  

• Activities involving receptive skills should precede those that involve productive skills.  

• Follow the popular order: Pre-while- post sequence.  

• Presentation → controlled practice → Free practice → checking → further practice/follow-up 

activities. 

 

Pacing:  
Are activities the right length and varied so that learners are stimulated and remain engaged? 
 

What to consider 
• Avoiding needless or over-lengthy explanations and instructions, and letting students get on with the 

job of learning.  

• Using a variety of activities within a lesson, rather than spending the whole lesson on one activity.  

• Avoiding predictable and repetitive activities, where possible.  

• Selecting activities of an appropriate level of difficulty.  

• Setting a goal and time limit for activities.  
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• Monitoring students’ performance on activities to ensure that students have had sufficient but not too 

much time. 

 

Closure: how to end a lesson 
• Summarizing lesson content.  

• Reviewing key points.  

• Pointing out links between the lesson and previous lessons.  

• Showing how the lesson relates to students’ real-world needs.  

• Making links to a forthcoming lesson.  

• Praising students for what they have accomplished during the lesson.  

• Asking the students to recap what you have taught them, telling or showing you what they have 

learned. 

 

Evaluation is useful for four reasons:  
• It consolidates the material that was presented earlier in the lesson  

• It provides an opportunity for students to ask questions 

• It enables the teacher to track individual student  progress and subsequent learning 

• It provides closure to the lesson  

 

What do you take into account when you design a lesson plan? 
• Five guiding principles:  

a. Variety 

b. Coherence 

c. Balance.  

d. Flexibility.  

e. Challenge.  

a. Variety 
 

*Why vary? 

• To meet different learning styles: theorist, activist, pragmatic, reflector.  

• To consider different intelligence types.  

• To keep them interested and to avoid monotony.  

 

*What to vary? 

Contents – activities: accounting for individual differences—Do the activities allow for learners of varying 

proficiency levels to receive extra attention they might need, whether below or above the norm? Are all 

students actively involved? – interaction modes (e.g., whole group, paired, individual ) – materials – aid… 

 

*How to vary? 

• VAK (Visual-Auditory-Kinaesthetic) Approach.  

 

b. Coherence 
• Observe a logical pattern to the lesson: there has to be connection between the different activities in 

the lesson.  

• Smooth transition is one of the pillars that ensures success of the lesson plan during implementation 

in the classroom.  

• An activity in a lesson builds on a previous one and prepares for the next 
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c. Balance 
• The lesson is a mixture of a number of ingredients: techniques, activities, contents … The successful 

teacher is the one who is able to observe the right dosage and makes the learners enjoy an 

outstanding lesson. 
 

d. Flexibility 
• Two dimensions : 

• Ability to use a number of different techniques and not be a slave to one methodology – Principled 

eclecticism . 

• Ability to change the plan if it shows inappropriacy to the classroom real situation for one reason or 

another. 

 

e. Challenge 
• Learners are intelligent human beings and come to class with knowledge previously acquired.  

• The new lesson should add to that knowledge without excess.  

• The lesson that does not challenge is a lesson that does not motivate.  

• No learning happens if the lesson doesn’t present new items beyond students’ prior knowledge. 

 

The Four Skills in Book Nine 

 

Listening 

 

Listening is perhaps the most important skill in any language learning. Listening well is a skill and 

students can learn to do it if teachers are dedicated to teaching them how. Learners need to be exposed to 

different listening materials including stories, interviews, talks and the like. The textbook for grade 9 takes 

this into consideration and provides a variety of listening forms and tasks.  

The aim is to expose learners to various narrative, descriptive, fiction and nonfiction texts to 

undertake a variety of tasks.  

Learners need enough practice to match strategies with listening contexts. They need to be trained 

on predicting, listening for the main ideas, identifying the speakers and the topic discussed as well as taking 

notes. They should also be aware when to apply top-down or bottom-up strategies according to the assigned 

task.  

Like other skills, learners should be actively engaged in the listening process and recognize its 

importance as a mandatory component of language.  

Speaking 
 

There are a variety of ways to help students to speak and communicate in English both fluently and 

accurately. The teacher’s role in the classroom is to provide students with activities that not only allow them 

to practise speaking but also prepare them for real-life communication. Teachers should make sure to vary 

communication patterns during the daily sessions. Learners need intensive practice, bearing in mind fluency 

and accuracy. The teacher should create a supportive atmosphere where students feel able to make mistakes 

and be corrected by the teacher without fear. 
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The textbook for Grade 9 focusses a lot on varying the communication patterns; pair work, group 

work and class discussion. It is built as a coherent unit plan of gradual steps. The tasks are developed 

gradually with one task leading to the next helping learners be ready for the productive skills; speaking and 

writing. Presentation skills are developed throughout the book to build learners’ confidence and public 

speaking abilities.  

 

Speaking Activities 

1) Use picture prompts  

Depending on the variety of visual resources, class level and ability, a teacher can brainstorm with 

the class a variety of sentences, (key) words, and phrases around a particular category or situational 

context that is the building block for a presentation. 

2) Allot a time limit for each and every speaking activity  

Take into consideration those activities that involve either group or pair work.  

3) Give clear instructions and clarifying example(s) 

Make sure the instructions are crystal clear and that all the students are on track before you start the 

task. Students need to see a model to follow which will facilitate the next steps.  

4) Allow enough exposure before usage 

Make sure you aim for a balance between speaking and listening. They need to be exposed enough 

to the required pattern to be able to use it on their own. In this book, enough practice is taking place 

before asking learners to perform a speaking task.  

5) Plan B: 

Have a backup plan for the entire class and for individual students who are withdrawn. There should 

be enough support and guidance to help facilitate and guide learners through the stages of a task 

(scaffolding). 

6) Reflective teaching: 

Always reflect on what you can do as a teacher to help students improve their speaking skills. 

Subsidiary aims are very important to get things ready for the task and avoid wasting time and 

stopping the flow of the task. You can use the simple pattern (what went well and what needs 

improvement)  

 

Reading 

Pre-reading: 
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When you are teaching reading, remember to recognize that reading in a second or a foreign 

language is a very difficult process.  Unknown words, new usages or confusing structures can make, what 

should be fun, difficult work. 

Book 9 represents a step up in the level of difficulty of the reading material in English.  Some of your 

students may not be completely ready for it.  Here are some tips for how to help those students: 

Tips for Vocabulary/Word Issues 

1) Mechanical reading – If the goal of your lesson is to teach mechanical reading – decoding, 

phonics, etc. – then exposure to words students have to struggle to decode may be desirable. 

However, in a comprehension activity, decoding difficulties can often sidetrack students and prevent 

them from learning. 

A great way to deal with this problem is to allow some of your learners to begin working on either 

vocabulary reinforcement activities or follow up activities while you pre-teach some words to 

students you know will have trouble.   

  

2) Context Clues and When to Use Them.  Understanding meaning from context is an 

essential skill and one you should teach and expect students to use, however, that does not mean you 

can ignore vocabulary that you know is too difficult for your students.  Sentences that have multiple 

new words or contexts which require difficult leaps from students can derail reading.  As a teacher, 

you need to make calculated decisions on when to expect students to figure out a word and continue, 

and when they will need your help. 

In general, don’t expect struggling readers to determine the meanings of more than 3-5 words from 

context during an activity focused on comprehension of the entire passage.  If the main focus of the 

activity is context clues, that is different, but if your goal is comprehension of the larger text, you 

must make the challenge manageable for your students. 

 

3) Problem vocabulary – Excessive new words, or difficult familiar words, can make a reading 

passage difficult or impossible for students with weak reading skills.  As a teacher, you must 

anticipate which words will cause your students problems and help them avoid or confront those 

problems. Of course, there is a list of new words that all students should acquire, but this does not 

prevent you from teaching others that are challenging for some students. 

 
 

Comprehension Tips 

Preview the text together and help students start assembling the puzzle before they read.  

Take a look at the title, pictures, do some word association, brainstorming etc.  There are many 

different methods but the idea of all of them is to have students get some understanding before they 

begin reading.  Knowing what to look for will help students understand when the passage gets 

tough.   

While Reading  

To read is to actively search for, decode, and comprehend content; it is the active search for 

knowledge. For this reason, reading strategies that take place while students are reading, are very 

important to the ultimate goal of gathering and transforming text into knowledge. They help students 

make connections, monitor their understanding, generate questions, and stay focused.  
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During Reading Strategies consist of those strategies that students learn to use while they are 

reading a text selection. They help the student focus on how to determine what the author is actually 

trying to say and to match the information with what the student already knows. 

Students, with some help from the teacher, may: 

• Determine and summarize important ideas and supportive details. 

• Make connections between and among important ideas in the text. 

• Integrate new ideas with existing background knowledge. 

• Ask themselves questions about the text. 

• Sequence events and ideas in the text. 

• Offer interpretations of and responses to the text. 

• Check understanding by paraphrasing or restating important and/or difficult sentences and 

paragraphs. 

• Visualize characters, settings, or events in a text. 

• Summarize the main ideas of selected paragraphs. 

 

 Post-reading: 

Post-reading strategies help students summarize their learning, check for understanding, and organize their 

thoughts and ideas. They provide students with a way to summarize, reflect, and question what they have 

just read. 

Here are more post-reading strategies to try in your classroom. 

Exit Slips 

The exit slip is used to help students reflect on what they have just learned. It helps them express 

how or what they feel about the content learned. This strategy encourages students to think critically. 

At the end of your lesson, distribute the exit slips to students and ask them to respond to a question or 

prompt. 

e.g:  

• Write one thing you learned today that could be used in the real world. 

• Discuss one thing you learned today that you would like to learn more about. 

• One thing that surprised me the most today is ….. 

 

Frame Routine 

Frame routine is a classroom strategy that involves using a graphic organizer to assist students in 

organizing topics, main ideas, and key details while reading texts. This technique helps students summarize 

what they have learned from a text. 
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3. Question the Author 

Questioning the author is a strategy that requires students to ask questions to the author and engages 

them actively within a text. This strategy has many advantages. It engages all students in the text, helps to 

improve their understanding, and teaches them to critique the author’s writing. Through forming their 

questions, students learn more about the text. Students learn to ask questions such as:  

• What is the author's message?  
• Does the author explain this clearly?  
• Why did the author use the following phrase? 

Have students of varying abilities work together to determine answers to the questions. When 

students ask questions that go unanswered, try to restate them and encourage students to work to determine 

the answer. 

 

Writing 
 

Some students may dislike writing by the time they get to grade 9.  There are many reasons for this, 

but one of the most important is their writing isn’t real.  There is no purpose for writing and nothing they 

want to say. 

 

Tips for Writing 

 

1) Writing, like speaking, is an expressive competence and is better with an audience or a purpose. 

Think about your own children, or children in your family.  When they come home and a parent asks them, 

“how was your day” the answer will usually be minimal. When they get on social media with their friends 

and a friend asks the same question, the answer can go on for 15 minutes. 

Keep this in mind when you assign writing tasks. Give students topics they want to talk about and give 

them an audience they want to talk to.  “Who are they writing to?” is one of the most important questions 

you should ask before assigning writing. 

Remember it’s the skill of writing we need to teach.  

2) Teaching writing is teaching the writing process, but the point of the writing process is to make 

writing funnier, more interesting, or better.  It is not to help students write 8 sentences instead of 4. Make 

your process fun and interesting.   

3) Make sure you show students the purposes of the process. Explain why the class is spending time on 

adding adjectives or offering examples to strengthen a point. 

 

4) Experiment with varied forms. Let students write dialogues, short stories, or argumentative 

paragraphs. Then reward students who do well by making classmates act out the dialogues or tell the short 

stories they wrote. 

 

5) Create class publications. If you are teaching fiction writing, have students collaborate on a story. If 

you are doing non-fiction, a school or class newspaper can do. Then the next time you teach reading, use 
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something one of the students wrote as your reading passage.  Show students their writing matters, that 

people will actually read it and your results will be better. 

 

6) Assign writing tasks where students must convey information to each other. Give students a partner 

task, where partners must pass notes back and forth (in English) to solve a problem. Writing, like all of our 

skills, is a form of communication.  Make sure your students are using it to communicate. 

 

7) Use a word wall to help students write. Used correctly, a word wall will help with spelling, 

creativity, and expression.  Take the time to teach students how to use a word wall as part of their writing. 

This will make writing easier for students and produce better work.  

8) When you introduce a new writing tool, like similes or suffixes, create a resource and show students 

how to use it.  “She is busy?  Let’s use a simile to say that, she is as busy as a bee” or “Your little brother is 

cute, can you say that with a suffix, he is very adorable.”  Then encourage and reward your students for 

using these different forms in their writing. 

 

8) Don’t ask students to use structures that don’t fit with the assignment.  For example, if you ask 

students to write about what they did that day, don’t tell them to write it in the passive voice – that isn’t a 

natural use.  Instead tell them to use the passive voice when you assign them to write, “what happened to 

your teacher’s car?” 

 

9) Create a relaxing atmosphere that will increase students’ engagement in the writing task. 
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Synopsis 
 

 
 

Module 1:  

 

Unit 
title 

Speech Acts Language Structures 

 

1
. E

xp
lo

re
rs

 

• Expressing preference 

• Talking about likes and dislikes 

• Describing present experiences 

• Describing past experiences 

• Parts of speech 

• Present simple 

• Past simple 

 

2
. A

u
th

o
rs

 

• Express opinion 
 

• Agreeing and disagreeing 
 

• Talking about future plans 
 

• Interviewing 
 

• Role playing a dialogue 
 

• Making polite requests 

• Parts of speech 
 

• Future simple with “will” 
 

• Future with “going to” 
 

• Conditional 1 

 

3
. P

h
il

an
th

ro
p

y
 

• Expressing opinion 
 

• Describing experiences 
 

• Giving a speech 

• Relative clauses 

• Conditional 2 

Exploration 
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Module two: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 
title 

Speech Acts Language Structures 

4
. C

o
u

n
tr

ie
s 

an
d

 C
it

ie
s • Making guesses 

• Describing places 

• Giving reasons 

• Talking about plans 

• Using persuasive language 

• Present continuous 
 

• Past continuous 

 5
. C

u
lt

u
ra

l 
A

tt
ra

ct
io

n
s • Describing pictures 

 

• Making suggestions 
 

• Debating 
 

• Giving advice 

• Passive (mixed tenses) 

6
. T

h
e 

E
n

v
ir

o
n

m
en

t 

• Describing events 
 

• Describing objects and 

places 

• Order of adjectives 

• Present perfect simple 

• Present perfect continuous 

The World 
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Module Three: 

 

Unit 
title 

Speech Acts Language Structures 

7
. H

ap
p

in
es

s 

• Expressing opinion 

• Debating 

• Parts of speech 

• Past Perfect 

• Wish + would + verb 

• Wish + had + past participle 

• Conditional 3 

8
. S

p
o

rt
s 

• Making comparisons 

• Making inferences 

• Talking about likes 

• Countable nouns 

• Uncountable nouns 

• Determiners 

• 

9
. M

ed
ic

in
e 

• Giving reasons 

• Giving opinion 

• Expressing hopes 

• Role playing a dialogue 

• Reported speech 

About Our Lives 
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Module Four: 

 

Unit 
title 

Speech Acts Language Structures 

10
. A

n
im

al
 

In
te

ll
ig

en
ce

 

• Describe pictures 

• Giving opinion 

• Parts of speech 

• Conjunctions 

1
1

. G
en

iu
se

s 

• Describing pictures 

• Asking for and giving information 

• Parts of speech 

• Reported speech (questions / commands and 
requests) 

12
. A

rt
if

ic
ia

l 
In

te
ll

ig
en

ce
 

• Making predictions 

• Asking and answering questions 

• Role playing a dialogue 

• Comparative adjectives 

• Superlative adjectives 

 

 

Multiple Intelligences 
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Listening scripts 

Unit 1: 

Low temperatures –  tents – freezing -  injuries –  polar bear – slides – lack of food 

– snow storms – back bags    

   

 Lamees Nijem  

North Pole Expedition, April 2018  

If I were to describe myself, I would say that I am an outgoing and hardworking 

person. I thrive on carrying out and fulfilling tasks. New adventures excite me. 

Life experiences and challenges have helped me evolve and pushed me to go 

beyond the limits of my comfort zone.  

Familiarity doesn’t interest me. The thrill of exploration is what keeps me alive. I 

enjoy adapting to and living in the wilderness. I feel it makes me stronger and 

wiser. It also makes me more appreciative of life .For these reasons I decided to 

undertake a new challenge: an expedition to the North Pole!  

On April 2018, I embarked upon a lifetime adventure with 11 women from 

different countries. Our leader was Felicity Aston, a former Antarctic Scientist 

.She told me that forming an international team of women from across the Middle 

East and Europe on an expedition was a dream of hers.   

Our expedition was self-guided .This means that we planned our trip with no help 

from anyone .We were aware that the planning required a lot of physical and 

mental preparation. This was obviously important in order to survive the harsh 

conditions. Training took place in both Iceland and Oman. We learned polar travel 

skills such as setting up tents for 4 persons, starting up the stove, melting snow, 

cooking in tents, drying our clothes, coping with the cold, keeping warm and how 

to cross country ski.  

The North Pole expedition is not an easy journey. Our bodies were constantly put 

under pressure and it was a struggle to keep warm. When I felt cold, I’d put on my 

feather jacket until I adjusted my body temperature. I always carried an extra pair 

of gloves, so whenever my hands started sweating, I wore the new pairs to avoid 

cold hands.   

 In addition, we had to be careful to avoid Polar Bear attacks and Breaking Ice.  

The constant moving sea ice makes it hard to navigate using a GPS. The main 

challenge of the journey was having unpredictable route. Every morning we put on 

our skis in preparation for an unpredictable ten - hour journey. On some days we 

faced very flat terrain with repetitive scenery, on other days we encountered a 

route filled with obstacles.  
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Despite all these challenges, nothing stopped me from reaching my goal and 

destination. I was lucky to be surrounded by very strong and inspiring women .We 

all successfully managed to support each other in accomplishing this dream ; 

stepping foot  on latitude  90 degree. 

 The Top of the World is unlike any place I have ever seen. The snow crystals and 

ever-changing colours of frozen water is incredibly beautiful. 

 

Unit 2  

 

There are many factors to consider when discussing the matter of e books vs. 

traditional books, but we all know that it refers to the reader’s preference. Fans of 

paper books claim that there’s still nothing like the smell of paper as the reader 

flips its pages with his fingers. You can't do that to the digital  pages of e books. 

Both have beautiful designs & copyrights. Paper books have headers and footers 

while e books don't. 

On the other hand, those who prefer the e book often say that the device takes a 

whole lot of weight from their shoulders. The hard cover of the paper books makes 

packing books for trips is bad. With the e book, however, a reader can take 

hundreds of books with them on the journey, and only take up a few square inches 

in their carry-on bag. 

Listen to decide the TONE of the author in the following sentences: 

1- You must respect your parents, do not talk to them that way!   

2- Oh no! It is all my fault. If I had listened to them, I would not have lost 

everything. 

3- Ha Ha Ha. That is ironic. Instead of finding your lost ring, you found your 

lost earrings. 

4- What! What did he say? Did he agree? Come on tell me! 

5- Sir, May I suggest something? Why don't we do extra research?  
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Unit 3: 

 

 Manal Al-Musalam interview:  

Part 1 

Reporter: Hello Mrs. Manal, congratulations on receiving the Hope Makers award. 

Can you tell us what the award is for?  

Manal Al-Musalam: Hope Makers is a prestigious award from His Highness 

Sheikh Muhammad bin Rashid to highlight models of Arab youth who have 

Humanitarian projects. The reward is one million dirhams, which we received with 

the trophy at the celebration and Sheikh Muhammad bin Rashid Al Maktoum 

himself, handed us the award on the stage.  

Reporter: There were more than 80,000 participants for the award, how does it feel 

to be among the 5 winners?  

Manal Al-Musalam: I am very thankful for this award and I believe that this was 

possible for me because Kuwait is a Humanitarian country. His Highness Sheikh 

Subah Al-Ahmad, our Humanitarian leader has provided us with many 

opportunities to do voluntary work in Kuwait. If not for that, we would not have 

been able to start a voluntary team this fast, or this easily. The award has given me 

a push to do even better than before.  

Part 2  

Reporter: Can we ask why you started the Dana Voluntary Team?  

Manal Al-Musalam: Dana voluntary team started in 2016, but I began doing 

voluntary work in 2013, in Dana’s name. It started when I lost my 5-year-old 

daughter, my husband told me we had Dana’s Eid money in the bank, and asked 

what we could do with it. The first thing that came to my mind was to help poor 

children and families outside Kuwait. We worked by ourselves for three days 

helping 450 families. When asked about the name of the campaign, I said, let’s call 

it the Dana humanitarian project. This project was annually repeated. In the winter 

of 2016, my close friends and cousins offered to help. Soon more people asked to 

join in, so I decided to license the project and went to the International Islamic 

Charity Organization, which is founded under Al-Amiri Diwan, and started the 

Dana voluntary team. We started the team in November 2016 and our charity 

campaigns have been going on since then.  

Reporter: It’s extraordinary how you turned a personal tragedy into a positive 

message of hope. How does the Dana voluntary team help those in need?  
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Manal Al-Musalam: We receive donations from people through the International 

Islamic Charity Organization. The campaign usually has many goals, number one 

is to give aid through food supplies. In Ramadan for example we give out food and 

dates.  

Another goal is to provide medical supplies, especially if there isn’t enough 

medication. If there are people who can’t afford treatment, we might pay for their 

treatment.  

Our other goal is education. We support education and fund a primary school 

abroad, and in every campaign we have a celebration for orphans and poor 

children. We play games and have fun with the children, we have face painting and 

other fun activities. We try to fill their day with good memories and give them 

hope for the future.  

Part 3  

Reporter: How is the Dana Junior Team different from the Dana Voluntary team?  

Manal: The idea behind Dana Junior Team started in April 2018, after we attended 

a workshop for children. My 7-year-old daughter Yasmeen told the trainer that she 

used to go with us to help children but she can’t go anymore because the campaign 

is only for adults.  

That’s when the idea clicked in my mind, why don’t we form a junior voluntary 

team? I went back to the organization to start and license the team. The volunteers’ 

age ranged from 7 to 14. They joined with either their parents or with their older 

siblings. I had never imagined that young boys and girls would have so much 

ability and potential for giving.  

Our first mission was in June 2018, we organized a Eid celebration for 350 

orphans, and the volunteers did all the preparations. We visited a centre for 

children with special needs and gave medical supplies to those living with their 

family at home. We came up with the idea of 500 smiles, we collected 500 positive 

messages from the children in Kuwait, to the children in need, and we put a 

message in each gift. That was one of our most wonderful successes, and inshallah 

we will have more campaigns.  

Reporter: Thank you for all your humanitarian efforts, and we wish you good luck 

in your future campaigns. Is there anything you’d like to say to our listeners?  

Manal Al-Musalam: Many thanks to you for your interest in our work, and for 

showcasing examples of voluntary and Humanitarian work for our youth. I’d like 

to add at the end that everyone, especially our youth have the ability to give to 

others, so support others with love and let’s build hope and spread peace so we can 

make a better society together. This is my message to everyone. 
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Unit 4: 

1- This is the only country that is also a continent. It is very large, and its rocks are 

very old. It has a lot of flat plains and is extremely dry. Two-thirds of the 

country is desert. It has some unusual animals, such as the kangaroo. Most of the 

population live in cities and towns on the eastern coast. Major cities include 

Sydney, Melbourne, and Canberra. The climate is hot in the summer, and people 

enjoy surfing and swimming. The first inhabitants were Aborigines, and Europeans 

arrived in the 18th century. The population is about twenty million, extremely low 

for such a large country. The main language is English. 
 

 

  

2- This country is on the Western edge of the Pacific Ocean. It is a long island with 

about a thousand smaller islands. The population is around 130 million, and most 

people live in crowded cities and towns. It is a highly industrialised country 

and manufactures cars, kitchen appliances, and electronic goods. The climate is 

varied because it covers 17 degrees of latitude. It has 200 volcanoes – the most 

famous one is Mount Fuji. The national flag is white with a red circle in the 

middle. The currency is the yen, and the capital city is Tokyo. 

 

 

  

3- This country is in Central America. It shares a land border with the USA. 

It borders the Pacific Ocean and is popular for seaside holidays. The population is 

about 100 million, and most people speak Spanish as their main language. 

The geographical landscape is varied, with snow-covered mountains, hot, dry 

deserts, and rainforests. It has been home to many ancient cultures, including the 

Maya and the Aztecs. It came under Spanish rule in the 16th century. It exports 

coffee and sugar while producing many metals. Its capital city is large but 

crowded. About 20 million tourists visit it each year. 
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Unit 5: 

The role plastic products play in our daily life is continual. More than 300 

million tons of plastic are consumed each year, but the consequences are still 

unbelievably dangerous. 

A mere walk on the beach can give anyone an idea about  how astonishing 

our addiction to plastic has become as bottles, cans, bags, lids and straws are ever-

present. In some countries the situation is more frightening since the remains of 

animals  can frequently be observed. The plastic things that many of them had 

eaten or had been caught in are still visible long after their death.  

According to a study from Plymouth University, plastic pollution affects at 

least 700 marine species and around 100 million marine mammals are killed each 

year from plastic pollution. 

Like many other marine animals, sea turtles mistake plastic waste for a good 

food source, sometimes causing problems in their digestive system, and die 

because of it. A study found that 15 percent of young examined turtles had eaten 

enormous quantities of plastic that their digestive system had been blocked. 

Marine creatures can become entangled in a variety of plastic remains 

including fishing nets and lines. Still, there is a number of seals and sea lions that 

become entangled in plastic bags or plastic packing bands leading to injury and 

death. 

Plastic pollution leads to the deaths of millions of marine bird species each 

year. The Laysan albatross, for instance, has been deeply affected by plastic 

remains through their hunting techniques. When the albatross dive into the ocean 

for food they use their beak to skim the surface, they pick up plastic along the way. 

Shockingly, 98 percent of studied albatross had eaten some kind of plastic debris. 

Once the plastic is ingested, it causes fatal problems 

Fish also are increasingly at risk to tiny plastic remains as they bring in 

water through their gills. Of course, plastic pollution deeply affects species of fish; 

the animal that’s commonly eaten by humans.  

http://www.globalanimal.org/2013/09/26/sea-turtle-populations-plummet-due-to-plastic-pollution/
http://www.globalanimal.org/2013/09/26/sea-turtle-populations-plummet-due-to-plastic-pollution/
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Whales also often mistake plastic things for a food source. The whales 

mouth is so large that it unknowingly picks up plastic debris leading to starvation 

and death.  

Unit 6: 

Ramadan is much more than a fasting period: it is a holy month deeply rooted in 

culture, faith and history. Across the globe, Muslims mark this time with 

celebrations that are unique to their region and passed on through generations. In 

Kuwait, The Holy Month has its own taste with a set of typical customs and rituals 

kept existent by the people. Several Kuwaiti families still organize Ramadan 

celebrations because of their pleasing and delicious effect on both the young and the 

adults. Gerga’aan, for instance, a three-day vibrant traditional celebration two weeks 

into the holy month, is held on the 13th, 14th or the 15th of Ramadan when the moon 

is full. Children knock on the doors of neighbours’ homes and sing in exchange for 

sweets and nuts.  

Dressed in their beautiful traditional clothes, children begin their visits just after 

Iftar. Visits to neighbours give them an opportunity to show off their costumes, as 

they stand on doorsteps and sing songs blessing their hosts’ families holding cloth 

sacks to be filled with goodies. There are two traditional songs that can be altered to 

include the names of the hosts’ children. Some homes expect so many visiting 

children that they distribute much more sweets and nuts in special garga’aan 

packages. 

Garga’an has become more than just a tradition. So as to preserve this folk heritage 

the people celebrate the event by giving away folk dishes, sacks of garga’an sweets 

and nuts and by playing games. Many Venues, clubs and even Hotels have begun to 

celebrate the night and invite the public to join the celebrations. 

Not only in Kuwait but also in the rest of the Gulf countries Garga’an has been 

celebrated since old times. It known as Garanga’oh in Qatar and Bahrain, it is also 

referred to as Haq al Layla in the UAE which is celebrated a fortnight before 

Ramadan, Al Garangashooh or Al Tolba in Oman and Garga’an in Saudi Arabia in 

Kuwait. 
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Although the origins of the words are unknown, some people think the word 

originates from “gerga’ah”, meaning clatter. This is a reference to the sound of 

children knocking on doors or the rattle of sweets inside their gerga’aan packages.  

 

Unit 7: 

First eat regular healthy meals, your body needs the correct balance of iron, 

calcium and vitamins before you can feel happy. Eat lots of nuts, bananas and 

avocados. 

Socialise. meet up with your friends and do things with them. 

A smile actually makes you feel happier, so make sure you smile at people. 

Do some exercise, go for a walk, go swimming, or do a sport. 

Be grateful and try to understand other people, say thank you, try to forget bad 

things. And if you do something wrong say sorry. 

Do something to help the community, give to charities and help people who need 

your support. 

Make sure you talk to your family and friends. Communicating with people makes 

you feel happier. 

Unit 8: 

 

 Getting fit and healthy should be fun. Listen to find out how to enjoy yourself 

while exercising.  

Steps  

1  
Be prepared and motivated! Make sure you are ready to practice a sport. You should try it 
first even if you are not very much interested in it. Have everything ready, like all the 
equipment you need and a bottle of water.  

2  
Select Your Sport. There are so many 'fun' sports, so I am sure you will find the one you 
like. Horse riding or diving are good if you like the challenge and have patience. Ball sports 
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are great fun, but you can get too tired if you play too much. Don't overexercise and you will 
enjoy the game.  

3  
Learn how to play the sport. After you have selected your sport, start looking at how the 
professionals play it on TV and get tips about the sport. Enroll in a club in your area. You 
will both learn new skills and have new friends.  

4  
Practice makes perfect. Schedule practicing your sport. Twice or three times a week to be 
able to play it well. You won't get in shape if you don't play the sport on a regular basis.  

5  
Play various Sports. Instead of playing one sport, Try other different sports. As sports vary 

in rules, they also vary in activities and skills. So, why don't you play a different sport every 

now and then. This will make you fit and help you build new skills. 

 

Unit 9: 

Interviewer: Here we are in the Royal Hospital. It’s health awareness week, and 

we’re asking some students what the most important medical discoveries are. 

Hello. 

All students: Hello. 

Student 1: I think the discovery of blood groups is the most important. 

Interviewer: Blood groups? 

Student 1: Yes. Blood saves thousands of lives every day. The first blood 

transfusion happened in the early 19th century, but it was very dangerous and 

people often died. The problem is that if you receive blood from the wrong blood 

group, you die. And no one understood that. 

Interviewer: So when were blood groups discovered? 
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Student 1: In about 1900, an Austrian doctor identified the groups – A, B, AB, and 

O. and since then, giving blood to patients has been safe. 

Interviewer: Any other discoveries? 

Student 2: Well, I think it’s antiseptic. We use it every day. Without it, our 

patients would die. Antiseptic kills bacteria, and without it, even simple operations 

can kill people. 

Interviewer: Do you know when it was discovered? 

Student 2: Yes, in the late 19th century, by a doctor called Joseph Lister. He 

started doing surgery with antiseptics, and it was very successful. It saved lots of 

patients’ lives. 

Interviewer: Interesting. 

Student 3: I agree they are both important. But what about vaccination? 

Vaccination was developed by an English doctor in the late 18th century. Since 

then, we’ve developed vaccines for most dangerous diseases. Millions of people 

would die without vaccination. 

Interviewer: Well, that’s true. What about you? What do you think? 

Student 4: Well, I’m training to be a surgeon. And I couldn’t operate without 

anaesthetic! It’s only been around for about 150 years. Before that, people had to 

be awake during surgery! Imagine that! Nowadays, anaesthetic is really safe. No 

one feels pain during surgery any more! 

Interviewer: Thank you all very much. That was very interesting. 
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Unit 10: 

daylight)–autumn  –upset –sensed  -( frightened 

A smart squirrel was collecting food “Today, I will go farther away to get some food. 

“The squirrel found a big oak tree. “Wow, there are so many acorns here. He started 

to pick acorns off the oak tree one by one. “I must hurry up .It is going to get dark 

soon. “Just a moment, the squirrel ………. danger. “Oh no, there is an owl over 

there! “cried the squirrel. The squirrel got ………… and hid in the forest. The owl 

slowly opened his eyes and inhaled the air. “I smell a squirrel nearby. But it’s too 

sunny for me to catch it.” The owl closed his eyes again. The squirrel had found a 

cave to hide in.” I can’t just give up all those acorns. “Suddenly the squirrel came 

up with an idea.” I’ve got it! “The owl can’t catch me in the ……… . “So the squirrel 

went back to pick the acorns every day in the middle of the day .Every night the owl 

got ……….. . “That little squirrel is taking all my acorns .I’ll get him next time. “It 

wasn’t long before; the squirrel had gathered lots of acorns. “This is enough for the 

winter,” he said to himself. So, what happened to the owl? “OH, my ! The squirrel 

has picked all the acorns! I guess I’ll just have to catch him next ……………… .” 

Then he slept 

Unit 11: 

       Upon graduation from the University of Rome in 1890 Maria Montessori 

became Italy‘s first woman doctor. At the time, if women succeeded in male 

professions, they were looked down upon and belittled. Montessori was 

determined to use her abilities for the good of society, so she turned her attention 

to the education of children with disabilities and learning difficulties. “If children 

with disabilities were given special education, maybe they would learn just as well 

as other children,” she thought. Montessori believed that children learn best when 

they were happy, and so she devised theories that allowed them to learn at their 

own pace. She invented special equipment that helps children learn using senses. 

Her system was a huge success. Children with disabilities learned how to read 

paint, and sing as well as other students. Later, she opened a school called “The 
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Children‘s House” that gave children the freedom to learn in an engaging and 

lively way. If Montessori hadn’t changed society’s view of disabled children, they 

would never have been given the opportunity to become full members of society. 

Her ideas have been influential across the world and her theories have provided a 

creative and successful approach to the education of children. 

 

 

Unit 12: 

 

 Artificial Intelligence  

A  

I think the possible consequences of creating something that matches or exceeds 

human intelligence scares me. Scientists are already teaching computers to learn by 

themselves. In the near future, their intelligence could grow faster and faster. In the 

short term, robots will probably occupy millions of jobs and create a large number 

of unemployed people. In the far future, the machines could decide that the world 

would be better without humans.  

B  

In my opinion we are still far from developing the computational power of fully 

independent artificial intelligence. I believe this may take place in the 3020s. We 

may maintain control of technology and help solve many of the world's problems. 

However, no one really knows what happens when machines become smarter than 

humans. I think that artificial intelligence will have a positive effect on our future 

lives, but if this is true, it will depend in part on our decisions.  

C  

I personally find it wonderful to see how we can accelerate artificial intelligence. 

Imagine if you could put a computer inside our brain! That would improve our 

athletic skills, audiovisual awareness and memory. Recent developments include 

self-driving vehicles and drones carrying rescue equipment to people at sea. Of 

course, there have been a few accidents with robots and self-driving cars. 

However, advances are always worth it, and for me there are more advantages than 

disadvantages. 




